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Abstract- This work presents an FEA approach for prediction of radial truck tire durability. Durability is one of the most 
important and critical design criteria for truck tires. In this work critical failure locations of a radial truck tire while running 
condition, have been enlighten through steady state simulation. Different durability parameters for different locations of tire, 
which can be used to correlate with durability of truck tire, have been shown. Truck tire belongs to the category of vehicles 
which are usually under overloading conditions. The paper shows the effect of overloading conditions on tire durability. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In case of truck tyres, durability is the most demanding 
feature for the purpose of safety and economy. It is 
seen that generally a truck tyre fails near belt edge area 
and bead area. According to literature and 
experiments the reported reasons are large inter 
laminar shear strains near belt edges and high level of 
local strains near bead area.  
 
While rolling, lateral and circumferential bending of 
belt occurs in contact zone. Circumferential strains are 
considered as major contributor for inter laminar 
shear strains. For endurance of a truck tyre, 
interlaminar shear strain energy should be analyzed as 
it gives the combined effect of shear strains and shear 
stresses. In bead region there is sudden stiffness drop 
at the end of steel body ply. Due to inflation pressure, a 
large pulling force is applied on body ply, causes to 
generate high strains in the rubber part, adjacent to 
body ply end because of severe stiffness discontinuity. 
While rolling, these strains vary from a minimum to 
maximum value, causes to strain fatigue failure in 
bead region. The figure 1 shows a typical half cross 
section of TBR and its critical areas which already 
described. 

 
Fig1. Typical failure zones of TBR tire 

FEA approach for tyre modelling and analysis: 
Inflation analysis of tire is done considering only a 
cross section of it, as tire is a structure which is 
axisymmetric about the axis of rotation. But while 
rolling, it is having asymmetric loading in each cycle 
of rotation. Hence, while loading, a full tire is 
generated for analysis by using a symmetric model 
generation methodology available in Abaqus. 
Figure 2 shows the two most failure prone areas in 
TBR  

  
Fig2. Symmetric model generation of full tyre 

 
Inflation Analysis: Inflation pressure is applied on 2D 
Axi Symmetric model Loading Analysis: After 
inflation, vertical loading is done on full 3D model 
generated through symmetric model generation. The 
figure3 shows inflation and loading of a truck tire 
 

 
Fig3: Inflation and loading analysis of truck tire 
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Post processing of simulation results: After achieving 
a successfully converged result from analysis software, 
the most important part is to analyze different output 
parameters for prediction of durability of tire. The best 
suitable parameter depends on location of tire because 
the reason of failure of tire may be different at different 
locations.  
 
According to literature and experiments, the suitable 
parameters for belt edge and bead areas are as 
follows:- 
Belt edge: (i) Strain energy density (ii) Out of plane 
strain Bead area: Principal shear strains 
 
The figure 4 shows, after loading maximum strain 
energy is produced at belt edge area. It is the belt edge 
zone of the cross section which is just in the contact of 
the road. 
  

 
Fig4: Element ring passing through the maximum SED 

 
After loading the particular element at belt edge shows 
maximum strain energy density, while before loading 
it had the effect only due to inflation which is uniform 
throughout the cross section of the tyre. In each 
revolution of tire, the value of strain energy density 
changes from a least to maximum value, causes 
fatigue loading. Hence the main reason for the failure 
is the difference between maximum and minimum 
value and this is true for all other locations also.If an 
element ring is drawn passing through the location of 
maximum value of any parameter, it will be having a 
location of maximum as well as minimum value also. 
The figure5 shows an element ring passing through 
the belt edge area. It is having the maximum value 
location at the center of contact zone and minimum at 
the just opposite side of the same. 

 
Fig5: Element ring passing through the maximum SED location 

The figure 6 shows the strain energy density (SED) 
distribution throughout the circumference. Maximum, 
minimum and delta values of SED have been shown. 
Out of these values Delta SENER is the most 
correlative parameter for analysis of belt edge failure 
of TBR. To enhance the tire endurance at belt edges, 
Delta SED should be least. 
 

 
Fig6: SED distribution throughout the circumference 

 
Another correlative parameter for study belt edge 
separation is out of plane strain at belt edge.  

 

 
Fig7: Out of plane strain at belt edge 

 
The figure7 shows the elements coming out of the 
plane as the tire is loaded. Higher the ‘out of plane 
strains’ enhances the chances of belt edge separation. 
The other failure prone zone of TBR tire is bead area. 
According to literature and experiments, higher levels 
of localized strains are the main reason for failure in 
this zone. Figure 8 shows the strain levels in bead 
zone, which clearly shows that maximum values 
appear near the end of reinforcements. 

 
Fig8: Strains at bead area 
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To enhance the tire endurance in bead area, principal 
shear strains should be minimized.  

 
Effect of overloading on TBR durability: 
The figure9 shows two curves for SED at belt edge at 
100% and 150% loading conditions.  

 

 
Fig9: Effect of overloading on SED 

 
The figure9 shows that on increasing the load on tire, 
delta SED at belt edge is increased. Hence higher load 
at same inflation pressure increases the chances of 

failure of TBR tire at belt edge. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

1. Delta strain energy density should be 
minimum at belt edges for better tire life 
2. Principal shear strain levels at bead area 
should be least for better tire life. 
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